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Abstract
The fire situation during the dry season of Thailand, in the last 10 years, has become more severe.
The Tad Sung Forest Park area has reported the intensity of wildfires for the past 7 years. This research
has applied the geographic weighted regression (GWR) model to generate a spatial relationship analysis
model for wildfires. This research aims to create a spatial model to analyze the risk of hazardous areas
against wildfire and to analyze the factors that affect forest fire risks in order to protect against wildfires.
The service area (SALY) model was obtained through the first approach. The wildfire-GWR results of the
study showed that the model can predict at the R 2 level greater than 82% and varies according to the
sub-area boundaries. Factors affecting the acceleration of wildfires are (positive coefficient) the digital
elevation model (DEM), normalized burn ratio (NBR), land surface temperature (LST) and (negative
coefficient) normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), slope and aspect. In addition, the distance
from the road factor has little effect on wildfire intensity in most areas. The results of the research
are used to create a risk-sensitive map of wildfires through surveillance by importing the independent
variable factors in the model and using it as a prototype of the same kind of space.

Keywords: forest fire, wildfire, service area, geographic weighted regression (GWR), spatial model,
geo-informatics

Introduction
Forest fires or wildfires are natural disasters that
significantly affect a wide variety of natural resources
such as forests and animals. A number of factors that
cause wildfires including human-caused wildfire and
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natural factors [1]. Human-caused wildfire is one of
the major concerns as more than 80% of wildfires in
Thailand result from human activities [1]. In Thailand,
a study provided by the Thai Royal Forest (TRF)
shows that the damage from forest fires is increasingly
expansive [1]. The indicator of the TRF Wildfire report
is analyzed from the heat point of the measurement
with the MODIS of the Terra and Aqua satellites, and
is expressed as an unusually high heat point (Hotspots)
in the whole area of Thailand (data range 2017-2019).
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The appearance of a higher heat point in the northern
conservation forest area found 22,071 the northeastern
area of Thailand, found 4,721 points by the area of
both regions, and this region has a lot of terrain with a
steep area of space and the boundaries of neighboring
countries than other regions. The central and southern
areas found less wildfire than other regions, namely
3,716 and 504 points respectively. This figure indicates
the explicit spread of wildfires in Thailand, which can
lead to the direct and indirect impact of substantial
forest damage, including the degradation of soil
quality, air pollution, and a lack of clean water. That
is, the effect of wildfire directly on the species is that
the tree burns the wildfires (fire scars) and causes the
tree to die, but for indirect effects, such as causing the
growth of Trees to decrease, and cause damage to the
roots by fire will damage the stem by the fire to burn
the peel and cause the peel dropped from the trunk
easily. In addition, the fire will burn the root leaves
and tissue, the growth of the trunk causes the tree’s
growth to decline, if the tree has been very damaged,
for example, the fallen leaves can die in the end, but
if the tree does not die immediately, it will gradually
dry and allow insects to break the tree along the burns.
With the progression of forest fires in the conservation
forest area of Thailand, it is necessary to study and find
precise tracking guidelines and use both the variables
associated with wildfire in the area and the appropriate
replicas.
The spread of a wildfire can be determined by a
variety of factors such as types of forests, physical
landscapes, local seasons, and areas or locations [26]. The factors of each area are susceptible to different
forest fires, as well as the models used being different.
Similar factors that are commonly used to research
the progression of wildfire are DEM and slope, and
the use of variables and wind direction create the
distribution model of wildfire. These factors can be
used to determine or even estimate the damage by a
wildfire in a particular area of various methods carried
out by [7-10].
Wildfires or forest fires typically occur in vegetation
and burn natural fuels, enabling them to quickly spread
and damage natural resources. These issues have
gained increasing attention among researchers. The
main objective of this section, therefore, is to provide
an overview of the understanding of the effects of
forest fires on natural vegetation and how forest fires
can also act as a form of forest management. Omid et
al. [2] studied and developed a risk assessment system
for forest fires. The study evaluated the causality and
factors of forest fires, including underlining a scheme
to prevent the devastating effects of uncontrolled
wildfire. It applied a geographical information system
by analyzing essential local factors in that area that can
result in wildfires, such as slope, height, normalized
difference vegetation index (NDVI), direction of slope,
roads, rivers, villages, land use, and economic and
social factors. The work applied this informational
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system to predict the risks of wildfire in the area [11-13].
There is also research that uses the characteristics of a
variable that is associated with the spread of wildfire
that can be analyzed for other types of disaster risks, as
well as variables of height and slope that are the main
variables that affect the risks, such as landslides, from a
wide range of research by [14-18]. In addition, it refers
to the research of [2, 19] and conducted a research study
using remote sensing data and geographical information
systems to study the risks of wildfire used satellite
information regarding (i) land use change, (ii) roads,
(iii) agricultural fields, (iv) built-up areas, and (v) slope
to generate overlay information and then report the risks
in the area. Wigtil et al. [20] applied land use and land
cover (LULC) and geographical information to study
and analyze the essential factors that affect the location
of wildfires resulting in degeneration and damage to
forests and pollution in the province in both time series
and spatial information (based on Landsat, NDVI, EVI
and MODIS data). Omid et al. [2] proposed a generic
risk assessment framework and resource management
for wildfires. The proposed framework is aimed at
capping different types of modelling approaches that
are able to characterize wildfire likelihood and intensity,
fire effect, and the relative significant value of resources
that could be affected by wildfire. Assessing wildfire
risk is a crucial component of wildfire management
and risk mitigation planning. A spatial, quantitative
characterization of wildfire risk allows for identification
of areas on the landscape where aggressive treatment
might be cost-effective.
Previous research, such as [21-29] illustrated how
the normalized burn ratio (NBR) and normalized
difference vegetation index (NDVI) are the most
commonly applied indices. NBR has been extensively
used in western U.S. coniferous forests according
to [30-35], but less so in tropical savannas [36-38],
Mediterranean ecosystems [39-41] and boreal forests
[42, 43]. Very few published studies have applied
NBR in mapping fire severity patterns in wildfires
in the temperate eucalyptus-dominated forests of
Australia [44-47], largely because of: (1) the general
unavailability of usable satellite images that are cloudfree; (2) the availability of other imagery that typically
lacks a shortwave infrared (SWIR) band required
for NBR computation [43], and (3) the availability of
higher resolution imagery that is more attractive for
fire severity assessments. It has some research that uses
geographic weighted regression (GWR) to study spatial
problems such as in [48, 49]. At present, research has
used new tools such as Omid et al. [2], who studied
the current use of the new tools and methods that must
be applied to improve wildfire management; in this
regard, employing artificial intelligence (AI) may be
considered an effective solution. AI technologies like
machine learning (ML), which is a computational study
of algorithms, can help scientists generate solid models
for monitoring wildfires and discovering variances in
real time [50]. In automated learning approaches, ML
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acquires information from data, and ML algorithms
receive the input data and implement statistical analyses
to calculate new entries. The spatial prediction of an
area’s susceptibility to any natural hazard requires data
from geographic information systems (GIS) and remote
sensing (RS) sources. Furthermore, to using relevant
input data to wildfire susceptibility, an appropriate
approach is required to effectively produce susceptibility
maps [51]. Several studies have been conducted to
develop a spatial prediction of wildfire susceptibility
using GIS and RS implemented in different approaches
such as modified analytical hierarchy process (M-AHP)
and Mamdani fuzzy logic models by Hamid et al.
[52], and the analytical network process (ANP) [53].
However, recently, ML approaches have achieved fairly
good results in various natural hazard susceptibility
mapping studies. Some common ML approaches
were applied in a wide range of studies in the field of
wildfire modelling and susceptibility mapping such as
an artificial neural network (ANN) [54], support vector
machines (SVM) [55-57], and random forest (RF) [58,
59]. However, this research has included many of the
advantages of spatial replicas and the import of multiple
independent variables to create a model in a different
area with the GWR model. However, the method to
create an appropriate spatial unit to the GWR model
will cause the model to anticipate more precisely than
other methods and to qualify only those that have fewer
tolerances to maintain a replica.
Past research shows no studies using GWR models
to create wildfires extent analysis in this way. The
modelling of forest fire risk areas is different based on
the nature of the area, as there are both possible human
behaviors and the terrain that promotes risk. Therefore,
the main objectives of this work are: i) modelling
the service area of wildfire spreading (objective 1 is
obtained by the SALY model) and ii) GWR modelling
to analyze influential environmental factors to wildfire
spreading and mapping the factors that are related to
wildfire risk. The model is a local operational process,
making it more precise than other methods.
This work proposes a novel system that utilizes
geographical and physical information to perform a risk
analysis of areas experiencing wildfires (in the forest

Fig. 1. Framework of the GWR modelling in the study.
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park of Kudwa, Kalasin province of Thailand). The
information from the analysis can be used to implement
a risk management system that can protect the area
from unexpected wildfires. This work applies to a
number of geographical information points concerning
the area: i.e., hot spot, digital evaluation model (DEM),
area slope, aspect, normalized burn ratio (NBR),
normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), surface
radiance temperature (SRT), roads, trek routes, the
distances from the nearest roads, and the distances from
the nearest villages [2, 19-22].

Material and methods
Study area
This work applies physical information and the
GWR model to perform a risk analysis of areas
experiencing wildfires (in the forest park of Kudwa,
Kalasin, Thailand). The data were collected using
remote sensing techniques to acquire LANDSAT 8 OLI
with a ground resolution of 30 m in February during
2013-2019. Using standard false color composition, NIR,
Red and Green were mixed to generate final images.
Sub-images were determined and the information of
previous fire locations was annotated in the sub-images.
The northeastern region Thailand is the second
largest forest area in the country. The nature of the
forest in the region is one of the major factors that
causes the spread of wildfires. The deciduous, mixed
deciduous, and dry evergreen forest are three major
types of forest in the region. In addition, the people
living in the region are local people who have unique
ways of life. Therefore, their local activities can also
possibly cause unexpected wildfires. The study area
is not high-mountain landscape, and is suitable for
the locals to carry out forest agriculture and farming
(such as cows) – considered to be one of the main
potential factors of forest fires in the area. In addition
to the image data, field work was carried out to collect
physical information in the area. There are 29 survey
points marked in this study, the framework of the study
is depicted in Fig. 1 and demonstrated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Map of the digital elevation model (DEM) and observed wildfire points in the study area.

Determining fire factors in Tad Sung Forest Park
(environmental independent variables)
From the reports of forest officials in the national
park, we found that the fire factors are examined from
the previous fire points so as to estimate the sensitivity
of these area points in terms of the risk of forest fire
in the study area. There are 7 geographical factors
analyzed in this study, which are as follows:
1) Digital elevation model (DEM): this information
signifies change of elevation in areas in digital format.
Using raster GIS, each item of the data grid represents
the height of the land. With this information, DEM can
be determined as one of the factors of forest fires. In
high lands (like mountains), strong winds can spread
fire more quickly than on lower ground. This research
has created an equation for the DEM indices to fit in the
analysis, as shown in (Eq. 1).

(1)
…where ADj is the average of DEM that is calculated
from the proportion of the summation of cell any i in

sub-basin any j and Nj is the total number of cell any i in
sub-basin any j.
2) Slope: DEM (in raster format) is used to
estimate the average level of slopes in the area. Slope
for a particular area is calculated as the maximum
rate of change of elevation between the area and its
surroundings. Slope imposes the direction (slope aspect)
and the speed of the spread of the fire, which is usually
aligned along the slope of an area. The proper attribute
of the slope was calculated in (Eq. 2):

(2)
… where ASj is the average of the slope in degree units
that is calculated from the proportion of the summation
of cell any i in sub-basin any j and Nj is the total number
of cell any i in sub-basin any j.
3) Aspect: this factor indicates the areas of
illumination based on the steepest downslope direction
of the land surfaces. The measurement is determined
clockwise, ranging from 0 to 360. Each of the grid
cells in the data is embedded with this slope aspect. For
flat areas (flat slope), the slope aspect is initialized to
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-1. With slope aspect information, mountain areas face
the impression of illumination that will be drier, and
this is enough to burn – especially when coupled with
wind flow direction, when forest fires can spread more
quickly. The aspect index is determined as (Eq. 3):

(Eq. 6), where T = At-satellite brightness temperature
(k), Lλ = spectral radiance (Watts/ (m2*srad*µm)),
K1 and K2 = Band-specific thermal conversion consistent
with the metadata (K1 and K2 constant band X where X
is the thermal band number) in the study that obtained
the new index in (Eq. 7):

(3)
…where Aj is the average of the aspect that is calculated
from the proportion of the sum product of cell direction
any k and Lik is the length of aspect direction any k cell
any i in sub-basin any j, and Nj is the total number of
cell any i in sub-basin any j. This attribute is classified
as 8 columns along 8 directions (north, northeast, east,
southeast, south, southwest, west, and northwest).
4) Normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI):
this index delineates the variation and density of
vegetation in a given area. The high density will
be illustrated by dark-colored shades, and lighter
otherwise. Areas with low NDVI are sensitive and
at higher risk of forest fire, and the fire can spread
rapidly in these areas. Models are usually in the form of
(NIR - R) / (NIR + R). In Landsat 8, NDVI = (Band
5 – Band 4) / (Band 5 + Band 4). In the study was
formulated in (Eq. 4).

(6)
n

ALST j = ∑ LSTi / N j
i =1

(7)

…where ALSTj is the average of LST that is calculated
from the proportion of the summation of cell any i in
sub-basin any j and Nj is the total number of cell any i in
sub-basin any j.
7) Distance from roads in the forest park: the
behavior of villagers near the Tad Sung Forest Park area
will involve coming to the resources inside the forest
to sell, such as mushrooms, vegetables, firewood, etc.
Villagers will use the wildfire method of setting fires
to save the cost of saving the hemp, also causing the
vegetation to regenerate again after burning. The
mathematics of this variable are shown in (Eq. 8):
n

(4)
…where ANDVIj is the average of NDVI that is
calculated from the proportion of the summation of cell
any i in sub-basin any j and Nj is the total number of cell
any i in sub-basin any j.
5) Normalized burn ratio (NBR) is used for the
hot-spot bodies’ analysis. NBR is calculated as a ratio
between the NIR and SWIR values in a traditional
fashion. The NBR index can be analyzed for the hotspot of the soil surface. Areas with less surface moisture
are more vulnerable to the progression of fire than areas
with other characteristics. Models are usually in the
form of (NIR - SWIR) / (NIR + SWIR). In Landsat 8,
NBR = (Band 5 – Band 7) / (Band 5 + Band 7). In the
study formulated in (Eq. 5).

(5)
…where ANBRj is the average of NBR that is calculated
from the proportion of the summation of cell any i in
sub-basin any j and Nj is the total number of cell any i in
sub-basin any j.
6) Land surface temperature (LST): surface
temperature demonstrates the level of heat accumulated
on the land surface. LST is directly related to forest
fires. In general, it can serve to index the severity of a
forest fire. The SRT model uses Landsat 8 data [60] as

ADIS j = ∑ DIS ijf
i =1

(8)

…where ADISj is the average of distance that is
calculated from the summation of the distance between
road features any i to wildfire point any f in sub-basin
any j.

Progression rate of wildfire
(Y, dependent variable)
In the previous research a wide range of wildfires
was examined, but in this study a wildfire index is
created with the mathematical model as (Eq. 9) in order
to determine the index as the variant as in the GWR
model. The model recognizes the severity of the extent
of the fire.
The wildfire index was constructed from the area of
fire exploration over seven years. The dispersion of the
forest fire exploration points is shown in (Eq. 9):

(9)
…where Wildfirej is the burned area in service area any
j that is calculated from the summation of service areas
(SALY). The area of fire is calculated from the analysis of
the service area of wildfire extent from field observation
and the SALY model using the overlay function of QGIS
3.6.0. The calculation of the impedance of the network
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is based on [61] research, used to find the extent of
the area vulnerable to the severity of air pollution.
The service area calculates the extent through the
impedance values of the adjacent cell DEM values.
This impedance value is generated from the concept
that the fire will spread according to different heights.
The higher the height, the faster the fire. The resistance
value is created as the network of the numerical
heights. Calculating the service area uses the network
analysis functionality with the QGIS 3.6.0 program
under the service area. This calculation is shown in
(Eq. 10) and is an example of the SALY model shown in
Fig. 3.
(10)
…where SALY is the service area that is obtained from
the impedance of link Lij which is the length of the link
calculated from the distance between the central points
of the cell. If the scene is vertical between the cells, the
value is 30 m; if oblique there is a value of 42 m. Hi is
the altitude value of cell any i. Hj is the altitude value of
cell any j that is around cell i.
An example of how the link’s resistance is
calculated is when the original link is 30 m long, when
it is multiplied by the inverse of the absolute value of
the difference in the height of the adjacent cells. The
example defines a value of 10, so the value impedance
of the new link was normalized to 300 (30 x 10).
Assigning a variable to be able to analyze the
service area will use the creation of the cut-off from

the Time variable. From a query from TRF and DNP
(Department of National Parks, Thailand) [1] to observe
the issues of the movement time of fire relative to the
speed in the northeastern forest area, it was found that
factors affecting the severity of wildfire are various,
such as the progression rate of fire (rate of spread), the
intensity of fire, and the flame length, but these will
vary depending on the nature of the area.

GWR modeling for wildfire spatial
relationship analysis
The dependent and independent variables within
the spatial unit were considered. The polygon that is
shown in Fig. 3 is based on the features input in GWR.
Both variables are collected in this polygon. GWR is
a local multivariate regression function for which the
data samples are weighted on their spatial proximity.
It produces a separate set of regression parameters for
every observation across the study area. It therefore
relaxes the assumption in traditional OLS models that
the relationships (regression coefficients) between
dependent and independent variables being modelled is
constant across the study area, as seen in (Eq. 11). by Y
(dependent = Wildfire index):

(11)

Fig. 3. Example of the results of the SALY model setting a cut-off at 170, 200 and 230 m2/minute based on impedance from the DEM
network.
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…where y is the dependent variable, x1 is the independent
variable, β0 and β1 are the parameters to be estimated,
ε is a random error term, assumed to be normally
distributed, β0 is the intercept term, β1, β2, β3, β4, β5, and
β6 are spatially varying coefficients of the average of the
DEM index (ADj, X1), slope (ASj, X2), NDVI (ANDVIj,
X3), NBR (ANBRj, X4), LST (ALSTj, X5), aspect (AAj, X6),
distance from road (ADISj, X7) and εi is an error term at
point i, (uivi) representing the coordinates of the ith point
in the study extent [48]. In this instance β0 and β1 are
assumed to be constant across the region in classical
ordinary least squares regression. Where there is any
geographical variation in the relationships between
y and both β0 and β1, it will be captured in the error
term. When using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), the
parameters can be estimated by solving as (Eq. 12):

β = (X T X ) X T Wildfire
−1

(12)

For
geographically
weighted
regression,
Fotheringham et al. [62] was used to incorporate the
data in each polygon of observation into a regression
model using a series of distance-related weights. The
relationship between urban built-up areas and the
location characteristics for a particular polygon, for
example, is given a higher weight than for polygons far
from that polygon.
The GWR model is fitted to the data using the
QGIS 3.6.0 free software package, which allows
for the use of a variety of calibration techniques to
specify regression weights and to optimize bandwidth

parameters. In this study, a fixed defined kernel with
a bi-square function in which the bandwidth was
determined by minimization of the Akaike information
criterion (AIC), which is a criterion used to select the
best model of the GWR model as a criterion based on
the estimation of tolerances, combined with information
of observations and the concept of finding values.
The minimum of information to be used to adjust the
estimate of forecasts to be more accurate. The result
of a low-value AIC will cause the model to predict
more accurately and accurately than a high value [49].
The reason is that the points of analysis used are in
regular and equal sizes. The Monte Carlo test was also
performed to determine the significance of the spatial
variability in the local parameter estimates. The Monte
Carlo test in this study made a selection of spatial
non-stationarity variables that have a relationship
with the variable, as it is eliminated from the model
and expressed as a value (n/s), by selecting only the
independent variable with a significant level using the
value of P-value as a scorecard.

Results and discussion
Service area approach for wildfire progression
accelerating extent analysis in Tad Sung
Forest Park
The time simulation in the cut-off setting of
the service area analysis function is determined by
28 field observation points during February 2013-2019.

Table 1. Results of wildfire extent analysis from field observations and the service area model.
Wild
fire
point

Time to
extinguish
a fire
(minutes)

Burned
area
(Sq.m)

Fire sprea
ding
(Sq.m/
minutes)

Burned area
(Sq.m)
from SALY

Wild
fire
point

Time to
extinguish
a fire
(minutes)

Burned
area
(Sq.m)

Fire sprea
ding
(Sq.m/
minutes)

Burned area
(Sq.m)
from SALY

1

894

233168

261

262076

15

210

41998

200

49767

2

186

35040

188

41864

16

222

43552

196

46250

3

252

39849

158

49824

17

210

26509

126

34712

4

240

49256

205

56174

18

282

84063

298

112872

5

270

39496

146

44258

19

336

58846

175

82137

6

288

29303

102

34935

20

252

33779

134

34974

7

246

29643

121

41385

21

288

61530

214

60482

8

240

29005

121

45119

22

270

71622

265

103506

9

234

44261

189

45276

23

324

89045

275

133113

10

324

74155

229

92556

24

258

43729

169

61297

11

300

70746

236

92208

25

324

46819

145

77412

12

450

93942

209

118474

26

306

57092

187

53827

13

258

30387

118

37584

27

300

65069

217

97534

14

180

34258

190

36078

28

252

71583

284

90554
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The cut-off value in the study area is 200 m2/minute
from the center of the field observation points. The area
of fire exploration is captured, including the fire and
time of the forest fire, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 4.
The maximum value of burned area is equal to 233,168
m2 at wildfire point 1. The minimum value equal to
26,509 m 2 at wildfire point 17 is a high value spread
in areas with altitude greater than 300 m. The settings
are such that the SALY model can be analyzed and
must be configured for the cut-off. The average of fire
spreading = 191, but the SALY analysis requires
the cut-off value to be greater than the average
in order to cause the analysis result to be at
least on the edge of the burned area to take over
the scope of the other independent variables.
The SALY model can predict the progression area of
the fire spread (m 2/minutes). The level of precision at
R 2 (adjusted) = 0.94, compared to the exploration of the
burned area (m 2) from the SALY model. The relationship
equation is: (burned area) = 262,076+0.762 (burned area
from SALY).

Prasertsri N., Littidej P.
The SALY model analysis can accurately predict the
fire area in areas with varying altitudes. The SALY model
needs to design the impedance values to suit the style of
the area. That is, if the area is very steep, it is necessary
to weight the sub-areas, because it is necessary to
design the resistance to measure the boundary of the
forest fires. However, this is only an analysis of the
boundaries of forest fires. In further analysis it analyzes
the variables that influence the wildfire and accelerates
the wildfire into the area quickly.

Spatial environmental factors variation
to wildfire
The GWR model determines the sub-area boundary
(spatial unit) because it is a local operation in the
spatial statistical process for extracting the independent
variable values consisting of DEM index (ADj., X1),
slope (ASj, X2), NDVI (ANDVIj, X3), NBR (ANBRj,
X4), LST (ALSTj, X5), aspect (AAj, X6), and distance
from road (ADISj, X7), respectively. The 7 independent

Fig. 4. Maps of wildfire extent: a) field observation, b) from SALY model, and c) from a combination of field observations and SALY model.

Spatial Environmental Modeling for Wildfire...
variables are created as raster data in order to calculate
the average and create an index as mentioned above.
The variables used to import into the GWR model are
shown in Fig. 5(a-g).
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The summary results of the wildfire-GWR model
is shown in Tables 2 and 3. Table 2 summarizes the
results of the global and wildfire-GWR models of
the study areas in Tad Sung Forest Park. The Monte

Fig. 5. Maps of independent variables in raster format used in the GWR model for spatial wildfire relationships a) to g).
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Table 2. Summary of the results of the wildfire-GWR model.
Wildfire-GWR model coefficients
GLOBAL

Variables

GWR

β

t

p-valuea

Intercept

43.76

5.28***

0.00***

DEM Index (ADj, X1)

28.07

2.67***

0.01***

Slope (ASj, X2)

24.00

3.95***

NDVI (ANDVIj, X3)

-0.49

-3.18***

0.00***

NBR (ANBRj, X4)

4.82

6.58***

0.00***

LST (ALSTj, X5)

0.57

3.10***

0.00***

Aspect (AAj, X6)

-0.48

-2.17***

0.00***

Distance from road (ADISj, X7)

-0.04

-0.32n/s

0.91n/s

N

28

.01***

0.64

Adjusted R

2

0.82

*** = significant at 1% level
n/s = not significant, a Results of the Monte Carlo Test for spatial non-stationarity

Table 3. ANOVA test of the wildfire-GWR over the OLS regression model
Source

SS

DF

OLS Residuals

46312.3

20.0

GWR Improvement

17132.5

384.42

3.69

GWR Residuals

19281.5

2795.43

5.81

GWR Akaike Information Criterion

13737.1

(OLS): 20234.1

Carlo Test summary table and the wildfire-GWR
model calibration found that 6 out of the 7 significant
independent variables show spatial non-stationarity
[48, 49]. In addition, the GWR model has an R 2 level
precision at 82%, which is greater than the global model
(R 2 = 0.64). The extent of the spreading of wildfire in
the sub-area with low R 2 may be affected to a greater
degree by other factors that are not considered in this
study, and there may also be fringe effects that are not
considered in this study [49]. In the local operation
of GWR, an F-test is also used to test whether spatial
changes exist in the relationship under the study [49],
specifically testing whether the GWR model is updated
and explaining the relationship significantly over the
general global operation using ordinary least squares
(OLS).
This concern was addressed through the testing
using ANOVA for the creation in the study area. The
F-value is 7.185. The high F-value suggests that the
GWR format is significantly improved through a global
form to define the relationship between the wildfire
spreading and different factors [48, 49]. Additionally,
the Akaike information (AIC) of the GWR format
(13,737.1) is far less than one of the global operations

MS

F

7.185

(20,234.1). This indicates that the GWR local operation
is improved to a greater extent than the OLS model [48,
49] (referenced in Table 3). The wildfire-GWR model is
shown in (Eq. 13).

(13)
The model can be processed to analyze variables that
have a positive impact on the spread, including ADj
(DEM), ASj (Slope), ANBRj (NBR) and ALSTj (LST).
The DEM and Slope factors are consistent with the
acceleration of wildfires at a similar level, as they are
created based on high-altitude values. The spread rate
of wildfire is faster in areas of varying heights, over 10
meters per distance of 30 meters and the area with a
slope of more than 10 degrees will be the same as ADj
(DEM). The thermal reflection variables, both ALSTj
(LST) and ANBRj (NBR), are factors that promote the
progression of wildfires together, because the moisture
of the smaller surface makes the fire spread faster.
The ANDVIj (NDVI) and Aj (Aspect) factors affect
the aforementioned variables on the progression of fire.
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In an indirect way, the NDVI index is lower, meaning
that the area will have a large leaf fall. This causes
a fuel to be easily spread, and most plants are mixed
deciduous forest wood and bamboo forests, making
it possible to quickly spread the fire in an area where
NDVI has a low value.
The aspect factor sets the score of the slope
direction into 8 ranges, giving the north a value of 1,
the northeast 2, and the other clockwise directions then
determined to have scores up to 8. The results of the
model represent the finding that a slope direction that is
in the northeast and the east will affect the progression
of wildfire over the others, as the influence of the local
wind is encouraged to blow the fire to spread faster.
The ADISj (average of distance) factor is rarely
involved in the progression of wildfire, because the road
network characteristics in the area are rarely connected
and the villagers conducting activities in the forest
will park their cars in close proximity to the street and
walk into the distant area in the forest within a distance
of more than 500 m. This is largely the cause of this
factor not influencing the progression of wildfire. But
in addition to the results of the analytical models, the
travel factor affecting human-caused fires is considered
the main factor in the wildfires in the Tad Sung Forest
Park area, but because these values cannot be measured
as points, they do not contribute to the analysis. Models
can be used with future year variables to predict
wildfires. The index of independent variables can be
created from satellite imagery.

Conclusions
Forest fire control has been set to have a complete
system of forest fire management and solutions. In other
words, starting from the prevention of wildfire, it is a
study of the cause of wildfire in each region, and then
plan to prevent or eliminate the cause of a forest fire. If
the forest burns, the fire will not be in practice, but even
with the protection of forest fires, it is not possible to
prevent 100% [2]. Forest fires are also likely to occur.
As a result, the preparation of the forest fires, fire
detection, forest fires, and performance assessments are
necessary. However, it turns out that fire is useful in
forest management. In many ways, therefore, it is also
possible to take advantage of fire in tandem [9].
This study model can be used as a prototype to
analyze the boundaries of the progression of wildfire. It
can be used in forest areas with mixed deciduous forests
and drought. This study confirmed that the service
area model (SALY model) can be used to analyze the
boundaries of wildfires. It was shown to be close to the
actual event by checking with the data from the TRF
(Thai Royal Forest) and DNP (Department of National
Parks, Thailand) of the Tad Sung area using the ignition
information during the years 2013-2019 [1].
The use of models in other areas means it is
necessary to be aware of the cut-off configuration to be
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able to find the boundaries of the progression of the fire.
The model can be used on the basis of network analysis
with the service area function of both the ArcGIS and
QGIS programs, but in this analysis, it is necessary
to create a network resistance/impedance to suit the
problem and spatial characteristics [49]. This study
can be used to predict the spread of wildfires in mixed
deciduous forest areas in this way.
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